Cvt transmission diagram

A continuously variable transmission CVT is an automatic transmission that can change
seamlessly through a continuous range of gear ratios. This contrasts with other transmissions
that provide a limited number of gear ratios in fixed steps. The flexibility of a CVT with suitable
control may allow the engine to operate at a constant RPM while the vehicle moves at varying
speeds. CVTs are used in automobiles , tractors , motor scooters , snowmobiles , and
earthmoving equipment. The most common type of CVT uses two pulleys connected by a belt or
chain , however, several other designs have also been used at times. The most common type of
CVT uses a V-belt which runs between two variable diameter pulleys. The V-belt runs between
these two-halves, so the effective diameter of the pulley is dependent on the distance between
the two-halves of the pulley. The V-shaped cross section of the belt causes it to ride higher on
one pulley and lower on the other, therefore the gear ratio is adjusted by moving the two
sheaves of one pulley closer together and the two sheaves of the other pulley farther apart. As
the distance between the pulleys and the length of the belt does not change, both pulleys must
be adjusted one bigger, the other smaller simultaneously in order to maintain the proper
amount of tension on the belt. Simple CVTs combining a centrifugal drive pulley with a spring
loaded driven pulley often use belt tension to effect the conforming adjustments in the driven
pulley. The pulley-radial thickness of the belt is a compromise between maximum gear ratio and
torque. Steel reinforced v-belts are sufficient for low-mass low-torque applications like utility
vehicles and snowmobiles but higher mass and torque applications such as automobiles
require a chain. Each element of the chain must have conical sides that fit the pulley when the
belt is running on the outermost radius. As the chain moves into the pulleys the contact area
gets smaller. As the contact area is proportional to the number of elements, chain belts require
many very small elements. When power is more important than the economy, the ratio of the
CVT can be changed to allow the engine to turn at the RPM at which it produces the greatest
power. In a chain-based CVT a film of lubricant is applied to the pulleys. It needs to be thick
enough so that the pulley and the chain never touch and it must be thin in order not to waste
power when each element dives into the lubrication film. Additionally, the chain elements
stabilize about 12 steel bands. Each band is thin enough so that it bends easily. If bending, it
has a perfect conical surface on its side. In the stack of bands, each band corresponds to a
slightly different drive ratio, and thus they slide over each other and need oil between them.
Also, the outer bands slide through the stabilizing chain, while the center band can be used as
the chain linkage. Some CVTs transfer power to the output pulley via tension in the belt a
"pulling" force , while others use link element compression where the input pulley "pushes" the
belt which in turn pushes the output pulley. Positively Infinitely Variable PIV chain drives are
distinct in that the chain positively interlocks with the conical pulleys, this is achieved by
having a stack of many small rectangular plates in each chain link that can slide independently
from side-to-side, these plates may be quite thin, around a millimetre thick. The conical pulleys
have radial grooves, a groove on one side of the pulley is met with a ridge on the other side and
so the sliding plates are pushed back and forth to conform to the pattern, effectively forming
teeth of the correct pitch when squeezed between the pulleys. Due to the interlocking surfaces,
this type of drive can transmit significant torque and so has been widely used in industrial
applications, however, the maximum speed is significantly lower than other pulley-based CVTs.
The sliding plates will slowly wear over years of usage, therefore the plates are made longer
than is needed, allowing for more wear before the chain must be refurbished or replaced.
Constant lubrication is required and so the housing is usually partially filled with oil. The discs
can be pictured as two almost conical parts, point to point, with the sides dished such that the
two parts could fill the central hole of a torus. One disc is the input, and the other is the output.
Between the discs are rollers which vary the ratio and which transfer power from one side to the
other. When the roller's axis is perpendicular to the axis of the discs, the effective diameter is
the same for the input discs and the output discs, resulting in a drive ratio. For other ratios, the
rollers are moved along the axis of the discs, resulting in the rollers being in contact with the
discs at a point which has a larger or smaller diameter, giving a drive ratio of something other
than A ratcheting CVT uses a series of one-way clutches or ratchets that rectify and sum only
"forward" motion. The on-off characteristics of a typical ratchet means that many of these
designs are not continuous in operation i. The drive ratio is adjusted by changing linkage
geometry within the oscillating elements so that the summed maximum linkage speed is
adjusted, even when the average linkage speed remains constant. Ratcheting CVTs can transfer
substantial torque because their static friction actually increases relative to torque throughput,
so slippage is impossible in properly designed systems. Efficiency is generally high because
most of the dynamic friction is caused by very slight transitional clutch speed changes. The
drawback to ratcheting CVTs is the vibration caused by the successive transition in speed
required to accelerate the element, which must supplant the previously operating and

decelerating, power transmitting element. The design principle dates back to before the s, with
the original design intended to convert rotary motion to oscillating motion and back to rotary
motion using roller clutches. Hydrostatic CVTs use a variable displacement pump and a
hydraulic motor , therefore the transmission converts hydraulic pressure to the rotation of the
output shaft. The advantages of hydrostatic CVTs are:. Compared to gear transmissions,
hydrostatic CVTs are generally more expensive, but on machinery that already utilizes hydraulic
power transmission, the added complexity and cost is less significant. As with most hydraulic
power transmissions, transmitting high torque for extended durations requires cooling of the
hydraulic fluid. One agricultural example, produced by AGCO Corporation , splits power
between hydrostatic and mechanical transfer to the output shaft via a planetary gear in the
forward direction of travel in reverse the power transfer is fully hydrostatic , this reduces the
load on the hydrostatic portion of the transmission when in the forward direction by
transmitting a significant portion of the torque through more efficient fixed gears. A variant
called the Integrated Hydrostatic Transaxle IHT uses a single housing for both hydraulic
elements and gear-reducing elements and is used in some mini-tractors and ride-on lawn
mowers. The Honda DN cruiser motorcycle used a hydrostatic CVT, in the form of a variable
displacement axial piston pump with a variable-angle swashplate. The Japanese Type 10 tank
uses hydraulic mechanical transmission. A cone CVT varies the drive ratio by moving a wheel
or belt up and down the axis of conical roller s. The simplest type of cone CVT, the single-cone
version, uses a wheel that moves along the slope of the cone, creating the variation between the
narrow and wide diameters of the cone. Some designs of cone CVTs use two rollers. The drive
ratio of the transmission is adjusted by moving this strap along the axis of the rollers. In a CVT
with oscillating cones, [ citation needed ] the torque is transmitted via friction from a variable
number of cones according to the torque to be transmitted to a central, barrel-shaped hub. The
side surface of the hub is convex with a specific radius of curvature which is smaller than the
concavity radius of the cones. In this way, there will be only one theoretical contact point
between each cone and the hub at any time. In an epicyclic CVT also called a planetary CVT ,
the gear ratio is shifted by tilting the axes of spheres in a continuous fashion, to provide
different contact radii, which in turn drive input and output discs. The system can have multiple
"planets" to transfer torque through multiple fluid patches. Friction-disk transmissions were
used in several tractors and small locomotives built in the early decades of the 20th century.
These transmissions consist of an output disk that could be moved across the surface of the
input disk upon which it rolled. When the output disk was adjusted to a position equal to its own
radius, the resulting drive ratio was The drive ratio could be set to infinity i. The output direction
could also be reversed, by moving the disk past the center of the input disk. The transmission
on early Plymouth locomotives worked this way, while on tractors using friction disks, the
range of reverse speeds was typically limited. A magnetic CVT [ citation needed ] transmits
torque using a non-contact magnetic coupling rather than physical contact. Some IVTs prevent
back-driving where the output shaft can freely rotate, like an automotive transmission in neutral
due to providing high back-driving torque. Other IVT, such as ratcheting types, allow the output
shaft to freely rotate. In an epicyclic CVT, the infinitely low drive ratios are produced when the
output shaft rotation speed which is equal to the difference between two other speeds within
the CVT. In this situation, the CVT is functioning as a regulator of the rotation speed of any one
of the three rotators of the planetary gear system. Since two of the rotators are the input and
output of the regulator, the CVT can be configured to result in an output speed of zero for any
given input speed. The CVT's input speed is always the same as the motor, even when the
output speed is zero. In , Milton Reeves invented a CVT then called a variable-speed
transmission for use in sawmilling. In Reeves began fitting this transmission to his cars, [27]
and the Reeves CVT was also used by several other manufacturers. Other early cars to use a
CVT were the David small three-wheeled cyclecars built in Spain, [30] the Clyno built in the U.
The Multitronic transmission was developed by Ford, Van Doorne, and Fiat, with work on the
transmission starting in Also in , the ECVT was introduced as an optional transmission on the
Subaru Justy , [34] [35] Production was limited to units per month as Van Doorne's Transmissie
in The Netherlands could only produce this many steel belts for them. The Honda Civic sixth
generation introduced a pulley-based Multi Matic CVT which included a torque converter , for
low-speed "creep" action. The Nissan Cedric Y34 used a toroidal CVTâ€” unlike the
pulley-based designs used by other manufacturersâ€” marketed as the Nissan Extroid and
which incorporated a torque converter. Nissan then switched from toroidal to pulley-based
CVTs in Above this speed, the transmission switches over to the CVT pulley. Several hybrid
electric vehicles - such as the Toyota Prius, Nissan Altima and Ford Escape Hybrid- use Electric
Variable Transmissions EVTs to control the contribution of power from the electric motor and
the internal combustion engine. Despite the similar name, these are fundamentally different

devices from CVTs which are powered by a single source. CVTs were prohibited from Formula
One in along with several other electronic systems and driver aids due to concerns over
escalating research and development costs and maintaining a specific level of driver
involvement with the vehicles. Many small vehiclesâ€” such as snowmobiles , golf carts , and
motor scooters â€” use CVTs, typically the rubber belt or variable pulley variety. CVTs in these
vehicles often use a rubber belt design with a non-stretching fixed circumference manufactured
using various highly durable and flexible materials, due to the mechanical simplicity and ease of
use outweighing their comparative inefficiency. Some motor scooters include a centrifugal
clutch , to assist when idling or manually reversing the scooter. Combine harvesters used
variable belt drives as early as the s. Many small tractors and self-propelled mowers for home
and garden use simple rubber belt CVTs. Hydrostatic CVTs are more common on the larger
units. Small to medium-sized agricultural and earthmoving equipment often uses hydrostatic
CVTs. Since the engines in these machines are typically run at constant power output to
provide hydraulic power or to power machinery , losses in mechanical efficiency are offset by
enhanced operational efficiency. For example, in earthmoving equipment, the forward-reverse
shuttle times are reduced. The speed and power output of the CVT is used to control the travel
speed of the equipment and sometimes also to steer the equipment. In the latter case, the
required speed differential to steer the equipment can be supplied by independent CVTs,
allowing the steering to be accomplished without several drawbacks associated with other skid
steer methods such as braking losses or loss of tractive effort. The Wheel Horse and garden
tractors were the first such vehicles to be fitted with a hydrostatic CVT. Reverse ratios were
achieved by reversing the flow of the pump through over-centering of the swashplate.
Acceleration was limited and smoothed through the use of pressure accumulator and relief
valves located between the pump and motor, to prevent the sudden changes in speed possible
with direct hydraulic coupling. Subsequent versions included fixed swash plate motors and ball
pumps. The Fendt Vario was the first ever heavy-duty tractor to be equipped with a hydrostatic
CVT. CVTs have been used in aircraft electrical power generating systems since the s. CVTs
with flywheels are used [ citation needed ] as a speed governor between an engine e. When the
engine is producing sufficient power, the generator is connected directly to the CVT which
serves to regulate the engine's speed. When the power output is too low, the generator is
disconnected and the energy is stored in the flywheel. It is only when the speed of the flywheel
is sufficient that the kinetic energy is converted into electricity, intermittently, at the speed
required by the generator. Some drill presses and milling machines contain a simple belt-drive
CVT system to control the speed of the chuck, including the Jet models J-A and J-A The pulley
on the motor is usually fixed in diameter or sometimes with discreet steps to allow a selection
of speed ranges. The operator adjusts the speed of the drill by using a hand-wheel that controls
the width of the gap between the pulley halves. A tensioner pulley is implemented in the belt
transmission to take up or release the slack in the belt as the speed is altered. Winches and
hoists are also an application of CVTs, especially for those adapting the transmission ratio to
the resistant torque. Bicycles with CVT gearing have had limited commercial success, with one
example providing a range of gearing equivalent to an eight-speed shifter. From Wikipedia, the
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Sequential Non-synchronous Preselector. Hydraulic Manumatic Dual-clutch Continuously
variable Automated manual. A CVT continuously variable transmission is a single-speed
transmission that works like an automatic shifter for seamless shifting through a range of gear
ratios, unlike other mechanical shifters that offer access to a fixed number of gear ratios. So,
how long do CVT transmissions last? You should look into it if you have intended to purchase a
CVT car. A CVT is a lesser-known option to conventional automatic transmissions. What does
CVT mean in cars? How long does a cvt transmission last? The concerns about the shifters
lifespan have started after several issues in the first-generation models. Jeep also had issues in
the Compass model along with a few others. It has a steel chain about an inch wide that is the
main route for transferring power from the engine to the rest of the car. If this chain breaks
down for some reasons, the transmission will stop functioning. When the chain fails, it shatters
into pieces with shrapnel everywhere. A traditional auto shifter does not create such a mess
when it fails. There could be worn out valves, burnt out clutches, or cracked sun shell, but
nothing messy as metal shrapnel. However, the automakers have been working relentlessly to
improve the technology. Almost all the newer models of the brands are better than their
predecessors. How long do CVT transmissions last if you take good care of them? At least more
than five years! CVT is still a new technology and the automakers have been working to improve
it. But, they will still last for a long time if you do proper maintenance. CVT helps with fuel
efficiency by increasing the mileage and it has several other advantages. However, not all the
models enjoy all the benefits equally. Hopefully this article is useful for you. If you have any car
question, feel free to leave us a comment in the box below, we will answer it for you. Though
Honda guarantee the transmission fluid for a lifetime but it is not like that:. More Honda CVT
reliability can be found here. Tsukasa Azuma is an awesome car blogger of Car From Japan. He
owns a car repair shop at downtown Osaka, and he put all that experience to good use in his
sharing posts. Not very long then. Pretty sad to spend so much money on a car and the cvt
tranny might last 5 years. That is not something to be proud of. This is not true. However, older
cars are designated as being less efficient and are taxed more as they age. Nevertheless, I drive
a 23 year old car in Japan that I bought new, and it is not so expensive to run. Many people use
newly-bought cars until they are around ten years of age. Thus, secondhand cars around the
years old mark are the sweet spot in the market. It used to be that cars that reached ten years
had to go through the road-worthiness every year after that, but that rule was changed and so
older cars have the same two-year interval test as younger ones. But it seems that the ten year
period is still stuck in the average Japanese mind, so that people tend to change cars at ten
years of age, or earlier if they are flush with cash. I have owned my 4-Runner for 20 yeas now
and it is still going strong. Only changed the fluid once. So surely a CVT transmission should be
built to be more reliable than an automatic. I am an older driver. I miss the old tank cars that
were wrapped in chrome and lasted a long time. My Honda needs transmission fluid changed
every 30k miles or sooner. Otherwise it will fail. Making vehicles that are not able to last more
than their predecessors is taking us backward. Does the steel belt need to be adjusted after
kilometres of using? If yes, how many kilometres do we need to do that? No, the belt is
tensioned with hydraulic actuators on the pusheys like pulleys as they are tapered their opening
and closing has the effect of changing the turn radius of the belt, thereby making the ratio
variable, there is constant tension on drive an driven pulleys ensuring the correct belt tension.
The belt is a steel band with hundreds of hardened steel plates on it that are wedge shaped. The
belt actually pushes the drive from one pulley to the next, the geometry ensures the wedge
disks are pushed in a way that increases their grip, and there is no stretching of the belt as a
result. Most Jatco cvt failures originate in the slider bearing of the driven pully, the pulley loses
drive on one side and skews the belt causing breakage. Never buying Nissan again. New
technology to most manufacturers but not Toyota. Toyota has been making CVT transmission
since they designed the Prius 20 years ago. This is a planetary gear set. So no, Prius doesnt
have a belt type transmission and as such that has to be mentioned. It has no belt or pulleys.
Because it is mechanically simple and lacks the cones and belt of other CVT transmissions, it is
very reliable and can last far longer e. I have a Nissan Altima 4 cyl. I did take it to a trans. He

noticed burnt trans fluid. I loved my car and loved the smooth ride it offered, but wondering if I
should have expected more miles from a CVT trans? Should I consider getting another CVT?
Have the different car brands figured out the issues with CVT in ? It almost feels [â€¦]. Some
recommendation to change the cvt fluid with stepwise replacment, to mix the old and new oil
then gradually on 3-d replacment evacuate and replaced the residual old fluid with the same
amount by new one? Thank you sir. A CVT has a steel belt driving cone shaped pulleys. The
belt is seperated from the pulleys by a thin film of special oil. Dirty oil means premature wear so
oil change intervals need to be monitored. I would never buy a second hand car with a CVT due
to this fact. I think he means CVT transmission fluid. Very different from regular transmission
fluid. Available from the dealer. Also, maybe the internet? I have a Nissan sentra 2. I literally
drive the living crap out of it every single day. I live in Texas so you already know that the heat
is crucial and the winters are cold too and I have had the car for a year and 1 month. I changed
the transmission fluid myself around k and I now have k. After owning it for 7 months I put some
18inch rims on it meaning the car is working harder than before due to the heavier rims and
tires and still no issues. Overall with the way I drive, its been pretty reliable. If it is Light brown I
would recommend to go ahead and change it just for your assurance. If it is brown or dark
brown or black, change it immediately if the transmission is still functioning properly. After that
, Yes, change the transmission fluid about every 40 or 50k miles. Make sure you check and see
which type of cvt fluid you need for your Car, Nissans typically use Ns2 and Ns3 fluid. It is
different depending on the model year you have so be sure to check. Hope this is helpful for my
nissan family! It was decidedly brown and dirty looking. No jack rabbit starts, no towing, no
slamming into Drive. He also advised to use the genuine Nissan oil. Hopefully changing the oil
as stated above and crossing my fingers gives me a good and extended experience with my
Rogue. I would be caution about buying a used Rogue with extended mileage without the cvt oil
changed periodically. I have read most of these submissions about the CVT transmissions. The
article describes the CVT in general as having the potential to fail in a way that would be
unrepairable potentially. I have searched to see what others experiences have beenâ€¦ Across
the brands I have not found any complete failure although I am certain there must be some of a
CVT transmission. I did find many regular automatic transmission failure experiences. I own a
ford C-max and had a Nissan. The Nissan never had any problem while I owned it almost 10
years. I did perform proper maintenance. I did drive it hard. I hope if there are people with
experiences that are similar to the original article they might share them with us? I agree. I think
the CVT works well only if the person changes the transmission fluid at each interval and use
only Nissan oil. Just under the warranty, thank goodness. Going back to a Honda or maybe try a
Toyota. I have a Nissan Rogue with 35k miles; the owners manual recommends a CVT fluid
change every 60k milesâ€¦. It takes about 5. I own a Toyota Camry and a Nissan Rogue that both
require the trans fluid level be set when the fluid is at a certain temperature. They should know
the proper procedure for your vehicle to ensure the FULL level is checked at the appropriate
transmission fluid temp. Do you know anything about Honda dual clutch transmissions? You
can find videos out there detailing the differences in this design vs regular auto CVTs. Just
replaced the transmission in my jeep patriot at 84, miles.. I am thinking of buying a Suzuki
Insignia 1. Does it have rubber belts or a chain drive and does it have transmission have oil?
After reading some reviews I am also wondering how reliable is the CVT system. These cvt
boxes are based on the very old industrial PIV gearboxes I used to maintain decades ago. They
were expensive and if anything failed inside the box was trashed. A good efficient design but
pricey and not durable. Change the fluid or roll the dice! It has just clocked up 44, kilometers,
and I have owned this car from new. I am a senior driver, and the car has always been driven
sensibly, with all servicings done on time by Nissan. They fail very early in comparison with
most other automatic and manual gearboxes. Never buy a Nissan with CVT. I have a Nissan
Altima 2. No other work on the engine or transmission. Yours may have , on it but everyone
knows that Nissan had to issue longer warranties on their cars when they first started using
CVTs. There are most likely more than a few Nissan CVTs still going strong. But would you want
to be in the group that had to pay a bill like that after 36, miles? We purchased a Nissan Altima
nine months ago with over 30, miles. We have a transmission problem at over 60, miles.
Warranty ends at 60, miles. A recall is needed for Nissan Transmissions. This is a bad deal for
consumers. Hesitation on a car can be deadly. Every CVT has to be serviced, oil changed, filter
changed etc once 30k or else you are planning to fail them. The issue is, call any dealership that
sells cars with CVTs. Tell them your car is right past the warranty and your CVT is either
slipping or not working. Then hold on to your hat when they give you the bill. Now call any
dealership that sells the standard automatic with the same problem. It is what you would expect.
My Nissan Altima shudders on take off,is the transmission shot or will a stepper motor fix the
problem? I always had normal automatics this is my first CVT. Does other Muranos are peppy or

do they lack power. Murano is a grunty car whether 2. All you need is a good transmission
service. Failing to service any CVT once k is just like writing its own death warrant! A good
mechanic changes oil, filter and use reliable additives to keep it up for another 50k.
Transmission failed spectacularly last night. Only 28K miles! The dealer is working to see if the
warranty can be extended. Honda is the worst CVT in the market next to Subaru which was
plagued with multiple issues and recalls in the 00s. And the other shocking thing is when you
mention Nissan CVT had problems. Some of this is bunk, relating to Nissan at least. I have a
Sentra with , miles on it. The CVT fluid has been changed several times and the transmission is
perfect. I maintain the car well and will purchase another Sentra in the future. Dennis, I sincerely
appreciate your information. I am an engineer and wanted to know if this part is true? Low
speed acceleration is a trouble-spot, the vehicles will shutter and shake while getting up to
speed. One of the reasons for all that shaking might be an overheating. Nissan has been
accused of using an inadequate cooling system for their transmission. The CVT can take a long
time to respond to input from the pedal. CVTs, by design, always feel different when you cram
the accelerator to the floor. While a geared transmission typically bursts off the line, a CVT has
a smoother and slower increase to maximum power. It may be a safety hazard when trying to
merge onto a busy road. Needless to say, you cannot any friends with the people driving behind
you. CVT whining is a common problem and not unique to Nissan vehicles. One type of logical
fallacy is misleading vividness. When someone uses a small number of dramatic events to
claim that something is more prevalent than it actually is based on statistics, they have used
misleading vividness. I own a Altima that I bought in with 21, miles on it. Today it has , on it and
knock on wood no CVT issues as of yet. I had the CVT fluid changed at about 40, miles and
twice after that up to , miles, and am planning on again at , I met a guy with , on his Altima and
was curious about his CVT and he said no problems. I asked him how often he changed the
fluid and he said about every 25, miles. Not sure if highway miles are easier on a CVT but I live
in rural Arizona and most of my miles are cruising highway miles as I am 10 miles from the next
town and 35 from the Phoenix burbs. Leave A Reply Cancel Reply. Login with Google. Likes
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password will be e-mailed to you. If you've been shopping for a new car recently, you've
undoubtedly found that large numbers of late-model vehicles are equipped with a continuously
variable automatic transmission CVT. It's a type of automatic transmission that manufacturers
increasingly favor as a way to improve fuel economy. CVTs were once derided as the shiftless
"rubber band" transmission that made cars seem as if they were revving up forever. But CVTs
are no longer a mere experiment by automakers looking for new ways to improve efficiency.
They're becoming so common that it's hard to find a mainstream manufacturer that doesn't offer

them in at least some models. And some carmakers have been doing so for many years. How
the CVT Works This video, produced by Nissan, is a bit self-promotional, but it provides a good
explanation of how a CVT works beginning at about the second mark :. For decades, three or
four gears were considered sufficient for a car's transmission. In fact, many early automatics
had only two speeds. But now eight, nine and even 10 speeds are becoming commonplace. So
what's with the trend toward more and more gears? Generally speaking, the more gears in a
transmission, the better it can optimize engine speed in a variety of driving conditions. That
means low gears can provide better acceleration while higher gears can maximize fuel
economy. Thus, manufacturers can meet government efficiency standards and provide
improved economy for owners, even with existing engines. CVTs differ from traditional
automatic transmissions in that they don't have gears that provide "steps" between low- and
high-speed operation. Instead, the majority of them work via a pair of variable-diameter,
cone-shaped pulleys connected by a steel or composite belt. Although there are several
variations on the CVT theme, in most passenger cars the halves of each pulley are aligned with
the pointed ends of the cones touching. These form a V-shaped groove in which the connecting
belt rides. One side of the pulley is fixed, and the other side is movable, actuated by a hydraulic
cylinder. The cylinder can increase or decrease the amount of space between the two sides of
the pulley. This allows the belt to ride lower or higher along the walls of the pulley, depending
on driving conditions, thereby changing the "gear" ratio. The stepless nature of its design is the
CVT's biggest advantage for automotive engineers. Because of it, a CVT can work to keep the
engine in its optimum power range, increasing efficiency and fuel mileage by delivering an
infinite number of smooth transitions from low to high. And it's this infinite variability that,
according to the EPA, can boost a passenger car's fuel economy by about 6 percent. As early
as the 16th century, Leonardo da Vinci sketched a drawing that appears to describe the
technology. Although these transmissions fell out of favor for automobiles quite early, they've
been widely used for more than a century in industrial applications drill presses and lathes, for
instance and more recently in personal watercraft and snowmobiles. The CVT came back to the
modern automobile as manufacturers began looking for ways to increase fuel efficiency. Other
automakers began developing their own CVTs throughout the s. Since then, the introduction of
improved materials, such as high-strength belts, advanced hydraulics, and high-speed sensors
and microprocessors, has been responsible for the CVT's growth in the automotive arena. New
materials and other innovations have made it possible to design small, relatively inexpensive
CVTs that reliably deliver valuable fuel-efficiency improvements. It has very few components
compared to a traditional automatic transmission, which can contain a mind-boggling array of
hundreds of moving parts. Typical CVT components include a high-strength belt, a hydraulically
operated driving pulley, a mechanical torque-sensing pulley, and an array of microprocessors
and sensors. Because of this design simplicity, CVTs offer a number of advantages over
traditional automatic transmissions. In addition to fuel economy and reduced manufacturing
costs, they offer steady acceleration, smooth operation, and the ability to adapt to varying road
conditions and power demands to provide a smoother overall ride. There are also drawbacks,
however, most significantly a sometimes unsettling disconnect between the pressure being
applied to the accelerator and the engine's rpm. That's the so-called rubber band feeling that is
caused by the CVT allowing the engine to operate in its most efficient powerband, even when
that band is higher or lower than the accelerator pedal's position might indicate. In addition,
belt-driven CVTs often provide less torque than a traditional automatic although this is
improving all the time , and transmitting power by friction can cause greater wear on belts and
other components. Still, in the right applications and under most circumstances, a CVT's
advantages outweigh its disadvantages, so it's easy to understand why manufacturers of
high-efficiency vehicles often incorporate CVT technology into their drivetrains. You can expect
to see more CVTs in the coming years as technological advances further widen their
functionality and the battle for improved fuel economy accelerates. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. September 19th, What our partners recommend. Learn More Ad.
Other research topics. Most popular vehicles. See more. Sign Up. Some say you can't teach an
old dog new tricks. But the continuously variable transmission CVT , which Leonardo da Vinci
conceptualized more than years ago and is now replacing planetary automatic transmissions in
some automobiles, is one old dog that has definitely learned a few new tricks. Indeed, ever
since the first toroidal CVT patent was filed in , the technology has been refined and improved.
In this article, we'll explore how a CVT works in a typical rear-wheel driven car, answering
several questions on the way:. In other words, without a transmission, cars would only have
one gear -- the gear that would allow the car to travel at the desired top speed. Imagine for a
moment driving a car that only had first gear or a car that only had third gear. The former car
would accelerate well from a complete stop and would be able to climb a steep hill, but its top

speed would be limited to just a few miles an hour. The latter car, on the other hand, would fly at
80 mph down the highway, but it would have almost no acceleration when starting out and
wouldn't be able to climb hills. So the transmission uses a range of gears -- from low to high -to make more effective use of the engine's torque as driving conditions change. The gears can
be engaged manually or automatically. In a traditional automatic transmission, the gears are
literally gears -- interlocking, toothed wheels that help transmit and modify rotary motion and
torque. A combination of planetary gears creates all of the different gear ratios that the
transmission can produce, typically four forward gears and one reverse gear. When this type of
transmission cycles through its gears, the driver can feel jolts as each gear is engaged. CVT
Basics Unlike traditional automatic transmissions, continuously variable transmissions don't
have a gearbox with a set number of gears, which means they don't have interlocking toothed
wheels. The most common type of CVT operates on an ingenious pulley system that allows an
infinite variability between highest and lowest gears with no discrete steps or shifts. If you're
wondering why the word "gear" still appears in the explanation of a CVT, remember that,
broadly speaking, a gear refers to a ratio of engine shaft speed to driveshaft speed. Although
CVTs change this ratio without using a set of planetary gears, they are still described as having
low and high "gears" for the sake of convention. The variable-diameter pulleys are the heart of a
CVT. Each pulley is made of two degree cones facing each other. A belt rides in the groove
between the two cones. V-belts are preferred if the belt is made of rubber. V-belts get their name
from the fact that the belts bear a V-shaped cross section, which increases the frictional grip of
the belt. When the two cones of the pulley are far apart when the diameter increases , the belt
rides lower in the groove, and the radius of the belt loop going around the pulley gets smaller.
When the cones are close together when the diameter decreases , the belt rides higher in the
groove, and the radius of the belt loop going around the pulley gets larger. CVTs may use
hydraulic pressure, centrifugal force or spring tension to create the force necessary to adjust
the pulley halves. Variable-diameter pulleys must always come in pairs. One of the pulleys,
known as the drive pulley or driving pulley , is connected to the crankshaft of the engine. The
driving pulley is also called the input pulley because it's where the energy from the engine
enters the transmission. The second pulley is called the driven pulley because the first pulley is
turning it. As an output pulley , the driven pulley transfers energy to the driveshaft. The distance
between the center of the pulleys to where the belt makes contact in the groove is known as the
pitch radius. When the pulleys are far apart, the belt rides lower and the pitch radius decreases.
When the pulleys are close together, the belt rides higher and the pitch radius increases. The
ratio of the pitch radius on the driving pulley to the pitch radius on the driven pulley determines
the gear. When one pulley increases its radius, the other decreases its radius to keep the belt
tight. As the two pulleys change their radii relative to one another, they create an infinite
number of gear ratios -- from low to high and everything in between. The simplicity and stepless
nature of CVTs make them an ideal transmission for a variety of machines and devices, not just
cars. CVTs have been used for years in power tools and drill presses. They've also been used in
a variety of vehicles, including tractors, snowmobiles and motor scooters. In all of these
applications, the transmissions have relied on high-density rubber belts, which can slip and
stretch, thereby reducing their efficiency. The introduction of new materials makes CVTs even
more reliable and efficient. One of the most important advances has been the design and
development of metal belts to connect the pulleys. These flexible belts are composed of several
typically nine or 12 thin bands of steel that hold together high-strength, bow-tie-shaped pieces
of metal. Metal belt design Metal belts don't slip and are highly durable , enabling CVTs to
handle more engine torque. They are also quieter than rubber-belt-driven CVTs. Photo courtesy
Nissan Global Nissan Extroid toroidal CVT Although such a system seems drastically different,
all of the components are analogous to a belt-and-pulley system and lead to the same results -a continuously variable transmission. Here's how it works: One disc connects to the engine.
This is equivalent to the driving pulley. Another disc connects to the drive shaft. This is
equivalent to the driven pulley. Rollers, or wheels, located between the discs act like the belt,
transmitting power from one disc to the other. The wheels can rotate along two axes. They spin
around the horizontal axis and tilt in or out around the vertical axis, which allows the wheels to
touch the discs in different areas. When the wheels are in contact with the driving disc near the
center, they must contact the driven disc near the rim, resulting in a reduction in speed and an
increase in torque i. When the wheels touch the driving disc near the rim, they must contact the
driven disc near the center, resulting in an increase in speed and a decrease in torque i. A
simple tilt of the wheels, then, incrementally changes the gear ratio, providing for smooth,
nearly instantaneous ratio changes. Often, a hydrostatic transmission is combined with a
planetary gearset and clutches to create a hybrid system known as a hydromechanical
transmission. Hydromechanical transmissions transfer power from the engine to the wheels in

three different modes. At a low speed, power is transmitted hydraulically, and at a high speed,
power is transmitted mechanically. Between these extremes, the transmission uses both
hydraulic and mechanical means to transfer power. Hydromechanical transmissions are ideal
for heavy-duty applications, which is why they are common in agricultural tractors and
all-terrain vehicles. CVT Benefits Continuously variable transmissions are becoming more
popular for good reason. They boast several advantages that make them appealing both to
drivers and to environmentalists. The table below describes some of the key features and
benefits of CVTs. Advantages of CVTs Feature Benefit Constant, stepless acceleration from a
complete stop to cruising speed Eliminates "shift shock" -- makes for a smoother ride Works to
keep the car in its optimum power range regardless of how fast the car is traveling Improved
fuel efficiency Responds better to changing conditions, such as changes in throttle and speed
Eliminates gear hunting as a car decelerates, especially going up a hill Less power loss in a
CVT than a typical automatic transmission Better acceleration Better control of a gasoline
engine's speed range Better control over emissions Can incorporate automated versions of
mechanical clutches Replace inefficient fluid torque converters In the next section, we'll look at
what it's like to drive a CVT-based car. The best way to answer that question is to take one of
these cars for a "test drive. When you step on the gas pedal of a car with a continuously
variable transmission, you notice the difference immediately. The engine revs up toward the
rpms at which it produces the most power, and then it stays there. But the car doesn't react
immediately. Then, a moment later, the transmission kicks in, accelerating the car slowly,
steadily and without any shifts. That's because the CVT converts every point on the engine's
operating curve to a corresponding point on its own operating curve. If you look at the power
output curve for the car without a CVT, you can see this to be true. Notice that the tachometer in
this situation shows the engine revving up and down with each gear change, which is recorded
as a spike in the power output curve and which the driver feels as a jolt. CVTs are equally
efficient on hills. There is no "gear hunting," because the CVT cycles steplessly down to a gear
ratio appropriate for the driving conditions. A conventional automatic transmission shifts back
and forth trying to find the right gear, which is far less efficient. With all of their advantages,
CVTs do have some shortcomings. In the United States, they are still trying to overcome an
image problem. The Subaru Justy, for example, was known as a gutless micro-car. Traditionally,
belt-drive CVTs were limited in the amount of torque they could handle and were larger and
heavier than their automatic and manual counterparts. For more information on continuously
variable transmissions and related topics, check out the links on the next page. Audi takes CVT
from 15th century to 21st century. Automotive Engineering International Online. Carney, Dan.
Small SUVs face off. Popular Science. February Continuously variable transmission CVT.
Encyclopedia Britannica , s. Notes on Continuously Variable Transmissions. Job, Ann.
Engineering new transmissions. MSN Autos. Accessed March 20, CVT Transmission. Kluger,
Michael A. Gearing up for CVTs. Technology Today. Summer issue. Lienert, Dan. Where can I
get one? January Putting power to pavement. August Memmer, Scott. CVT enters the
mainstream. Nissan USA. Xtronic CVT. See more transmission pictures. Transmission Basics.
Pulley-based CVTs. Photo courtesy Nissan Global Pulley-based CVT Peer into a planetary
automatic transmission, and you'll see a complex world of gears, brakes, clutches and
governing devices. By comparison, a continuously variable transmission is a study in
simplicity. Most CVTs only have three basic components: A high-power metal or rubber belt A
variable-input "driving" pulley An output "driven" pulley CVTs also have various
microprocessors and sensors, but the three components described above are the key elements
that enable the technology to work. Toroidal CVTs. Hydrostatic CVTs. There is another type of
CVT, known as a hydrostatic CVT, that uses variable-displacement pumps to vary the fluid flow
into hydrostatic motors. In this type of transmission, the rotational motion of the engine
operates a hydrostatic pump on the driving side. The pump converts rotational motion into fluid
flow. Then, with a hydrostatic motor located on the driven side, the fluid flow is converted back
into rotational motion. Cars with CVTs have been common in Europe for years. But it's taken a
while for the technology to gain a foothold in the United States. Lots More Information. Related
Content " ". Is there a future for steam-powered, super-efficient cars? How to Lease a Car. How
to Use Mirrors While Towing. Improved fuel efficiency. Photo courtesy Subaru France Subaru
Justy. This reliable automatic gearbox that differs by durability and simplicity of operation to
maintain. Also necessary to note its affordable price. One of the characteristics of this
automatic gearbox is the use of two filters. This ensures the highest quality lubrication systems,
in turn, extends the life of the transmission. This feature of the two filters must be remembered
when carrying out service works. After a run of thousand kilometers is necessary to change the
oil in the gearbox. Simultaneously with oil change two filters at once. When carrying out service
works it is recommended to use original spare parts and lubricant compounds, which are

approved by the manufacturer. Trying to save on oil as invariably lead to problems with the use
of the vehicle. Also note the fact that the variator has a complicated structure and shows
increased requirements to the professional level of craftsmen who perform repairs of modified
automatic transmission CVT RE0F10A. Therefore, if the repairs are needed, contact exclusively
in the original service centers. With proper use, this gearbox JFE can easily run more than
thousand kilometers without the need of complex repair works. In some cases, seals of the
pump and oil pan lining are break down. Repair work in this case is to replace the seals and
leaky pads. In rare cases, there is wear of gears that forces to produce a rather complicated and
costly overhaul of the gearbox. Capacity: 7. JFE Transmission problems. Most Popular. Latest
articles Transmission fluid change cost â€” how much? Transmission Flush â€” what is it? To
get started, press GO. Each pulley has two halves, one that is fixed and another that slides
axially along a sleeve on its shaft. The halves above make up the front pulley â€” called the
Variator. The Variator is bolted directly to the crankshaft and is never disengaged, and rotates
on a ratio with the crank at all times. The variator has 6 ramped slots, each containing a
barrel-shaped weight. As the engine RPMs increase, these roller weights shown in green in the
simulator fly outwards, up the ramps. When this happens, a chain of events occurs. The gap
where the belt sits is forced to close, which then causes the belt to ride higher on the front
pulley. The belt pulls tight in the rear and forces the rear pulley to open the gap between its
halves. It contains a centrifugal clutch, which allows the vehicle to idle without moving once the
engine speed drops below RPM. Under load the rear pulley will automatically close its halves
proportionate to the load, which then pulls the belt tight and forces the variator to open
correspondingly, matching the new lower gear ratio dictated by the rear pulley. The pull of each
pulley of the CVT can be thought of as tug of war, forces and counter-forces interact in a very
dynamic way to determine the active gear ratio at any given moment. Ultimately determined by
vehicle speed, load, and applied throttle. A healthy CVT transmission must have adequate air
flow. Be sure to make periodic checks to clean the inlet during rides. Neglecting this very often
results in prematurely snapped belts, flatted rollers, and overheated clutches. I have a crossfire
r and the transmission will not go into reverse untill I stop the motor and then it jumps into
reverse. Any suggestions what is going wrong? Your idle speed is too high. To reduce the idle
speed, adjust the large screw located on the passenger side of the carburetor. I have a crossfire
r and the motor has been rebuilt recently. Is this a CVT problem or is the is fuel enrichment
problem? While riding the motor sounds good but just no speed and not much power. It also
appears that when I give it gas to go it takes a couple of seconds for the kart to move at allâ€¦.
Your email address will not be published. Notify me of follow-up comments by email. Notify me
of new posts by email. Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments,
please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for
instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your browser. What is a CVT
2009 saturn outlook engine
a1 toyota hours
sweet minivan
? The three main components are two pulleys and the V-belt. The Pulleys Each pulley has two
halves, one that is fixed and another that slides axially along a sleeve on its shaft. The Variator
The halves above make up the front pulley â€” called the Variator. The variator has two jobs:
Force the transmission to shift up as engine RPMs increase. Draw cool air into the CVT case. A
Continuous Variable Tug of War The pull of each pulley of the CVT can be thought of as tug of
war, forces and counter-forces interact in a very dynamic way to determine the active gear ratio
at any given moment. Keep it cool! Want big power? Related posts How to get an engine for
your Crossfire R. Buggy Depot. Sorry Dean, wrong site. We deal with small engine off-road
vehicles at Buggy Depot. Darren Waldrep. It also appears that when I give it gas to go it takes a
couple of seconds for the kart to move at allâ€¦ Any suggestions? Thanks, Darren. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.

